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  The rst  years
   The origin of Realizability
In his overview paper  Realizability  a retrospective survey 	 Stephen
Cole Kleene recounts how his idea for numerical realizability developed
 He
wished to give some precise meaning to the intuition that there should be a
connection between Intuitionism and the theory of recursive functions both
theories stressing the importance of extracting information eectively
 He
started to think about this in 

In order to appreciate the originality of his thinking	 one should recall
that the formal system of intuitionistic arithmetic HA did not exist at the
time Well	
 
 
 There is a system closely resembling HA in Godels paper 

Kleene appears to have been at least initially unaware of this	 for although his
 paper gives the reference	 the retrospective survey stresses that Heyting
Arithmetic 
 
 
  does not occur as a subsystem readily separated out from
Heytings full system of intuitionistic mathematics	 and quotes Kleenes own
formalism	 which later appeared in 	 as the thing he had in mind

Unravelling the meaning that statements of the form  xy must have
for an intuitionist	 Kleene starts by conjecturing Churchs Rule for HA  if
HA   xy  then for some number e	 HA   xyT e x y   xUy
for arbitrary  	 as an example of such a precise connection

Conjecturing this	 at a timewhen Intuitionismwas still clouded by Brouwers
mysticism	 the formal system in question hardly established	 and the content
of the conjecture blatantly false for Peano Arithmetic	 was imaginative indeed
But	 this was still far away from the actual development of Realizability

Often	 one encounters the opinion that Realizability was inspired by the so
called BrouwerHeytingKolmogorov interpretation a mantra which	 rather
 
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than being an interpretation	 is itself in need of one
 This was not the case

Kleene starts by quoting Hilbert and Bernays 
 They	 in their Grund
lagen der Mathematik	 explain the nitist position in Mathematics
 The
relevant passage is the one about existential statements as incomplete com
munications	 which	 since it is philosophy	 can only be appropriately under
stood in the original German 
Ein Existenzsatz uber Ziern	 also ein Satz von der Form es gibt eine Zier
n von der Eigenschaft An ist nit aufzufassen als ein Partialurteil	
d
h
 als eine unvollstandige Mitteilung einer genauer bestimmten Aussage	
welche entweder in der direkten Angabe einer Zier von der Eigenschaft
An oder der Angabe eines Verfahrens zur Gewinnung einer solchen Zier
besteht 
 
 
 

 
Kleene then asks  Can we generalize this idea to think of all

except	 triv
ially	 the simplest intuitionistic statements as incomplete communications

He outlines in which sense every logical sentence is incomplete and what
would constitute its completion
 For the implication case	 Kleene inter
estingly says that rst he tried an inductive clause inspired by Heytings
proofinterpretation 	 but that it didnt work and so	 Heytings proof
interpretation failed to help me to my goal
 Since Kleene doesnt reveal what
this rst try was	 we are free to conjecture
 It is just conceivable that he tried 
a realizer for A B is a partial recursive function which sends proofs of A to
proofs of B

Kleenes realizability was	 at least conceptually	 a major advance
 Its
achievement is not so much a philosophical explanation of the intuitionis
tic connectives
 Troelstra 	 p
 says  it cannot be said to make the
intended meaning of the logical operators more precise
 As a philosophical
reduction of the interpretation of the logical operators it is also moderately
successful e
g
 negative formulae are essentially interpreted by themselves

True	 but Kleene admits this explicitly in his  paper
 On the other hand	
by providing an interpretation which can be read and checked by the classi
cal mathematician	 he did put forward an interpretation of the intuitionistic
connectives in terms of the classical ones this	 in contrast to the socalled
BHK or proofinterpretation	 which interprets the intuitionistic connectives
in terms of themselves

More importantly	 realizability	 as it is designed to handle information

An existential statement about numbers ie a statement of the form there exists a
number n with property An is nitistically taken as a partial judgement that is as an
incomplete rendering of a more precisely determined proposition which consists in either
giving directly a number n with the property An or a procedure by which such a number
can be found 	   


my italics

It is however fair to say that Hilbert and Bernays did not limit their treatment of the
nitist position to existential statements they had a lot more to say and also included
negations and  statements in their account

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about formulas rather than proofs	 already hints at the role Intuitionismwould
come to play in theoretical Computer Science some  years later  it foreshad
ows the view of intuitionistic formulas as datatypes	 and intuitionistic logic as
the logic of information

But the scope of realizability is wider than just interpreting the logic

Realizability also provides models for theories which are classically inconsis
tent 	 models therefore whose internal logic is strictly nonclassical important
examples are  Brouwers theory of Choice Sequences parts of suitably for
malized recursive analysis settheoretic interpretations of the polymorphic
calculus Synthetic Domain Theory
 It is in some of these models	 that the
statement Realizability is equivalent to truth can be given a precise mean
ing
 And for the intuitionist	 an abstract form of realizability does represent
the intuitionistic connectives faithfully	 as follows from 

  Formalized Realizability and qRealizability
The denition of Realizability involves only rstorder properties of indices of
partial recursive functions hence	 as was immediately noticed by Kleene	 can
be formalized in HA itself
 This is already in  the details are in 
 One
has a translation 
   xx realizes  
which Nelson observed to be idempotent up to provable equivalence in HA

One has the theorem 
HA    for some number n	 HA  n realizes  
The formalized treatment allows via a modication of the original realizability
denition some very quick proofs of derived rules for HA
 The notion of q
realizability results from realizability by replacing each inductive clause
of x realizes A by A x qrealizes A	 where x qrealizes A has exactly
the same clauses as realizability
 Thus for instance	 x qrealizes A 
B reads 
 yy qrealizes A zT x y z Uz qrealizes B
A B
One has 
i HA    for some n	 HA  n qrealizes  
ii HA   xx qrealizes    

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From these facts it is not hard to derive the Disjunction Property	 the Explicit
Denability Property and Churchs Rule for HA 
DP HA  A B  HA  A or HA  B
ED HA  xAx  for some n	 HA  An
CR HA   xy x y  for some n	
HA   xyT n x y   xUy
All of this is at least implicitly in 

  The Logic of Realizability
Kleenes original conjecture that realizability might mirror intuitionistic rea
soning faithfully	 was disproved  Rose  and later Ceitin	 gave examples
of propositional formulas that are realizable even absolutely  there is a
number n which realizes every substitution instance of the formula	 where one
substitutes HAsentences for the propositional variables	 but not provable
in the intuitionistic calculus


 The predicate logic of realizability is quite
complicated	 and was investigated by the Russian Plisko in a series of papers

Of course	 there are several ways to dene what it means for a formula in
predicate logic to be realizable
 An interesting theorem  of his con
cerns what he calls absolutely realizable predicate formulas
 Consider a
purely relational formula     P

     P
k
 with all predicate symbols shown	
P
i
being n
i
ary
 Let F
i
  IN
n
i
 PIN be a ktuple of functions
 We can now
dene the notion n realizes  	 relative to F

     F
k
	 by letting the variables
run over IN	 and putting
n realizes P
i
m

    m
n
i
 if and only if n  F
i
m

    m
n
i

Say that a sentence   of purely relational predicate logic is absolutely realizable
if there is a number n such that for all ktuples F

     F
k
	 n realizes  
relative to F

     F
k

 The theorem is	 that the logic of absolutely realizable
predicate formulas is 


complete

However	 the logic of realizability can be viewed in a dierent light
 Making
use of formalized realizability	 one can consider the collection of say	 proposi
tional formulas   such that every arithmetical substitution instance again	
by substituting HAsentences for the propositional variables is provably re
alized in HA
 This notion can be formalized in secondorder intuitionistic
arithmetic HAS


 Gavrilenko  has the interesting theorem  suppose  
is a propositional formula with the property that HAS proves that every

Ceitins example is 	p
 
p

p
 
 q
 
q

p

 q
 
q


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 
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 
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 
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
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
One needs secondorder since it involves a truth denition for Godel numbers of formulas
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arithmetical substitution instance of it is realizable
 Then   is a theorem of
intuitionistic propositional logic


 Anticipating further developments	 I men
tion here the following theorem of myself  let HA

be an expansion of HA
by new constants k and s	 a partial binary function or ternary relation which
is singlevalued and axioms saying that this structure is a partial combina
tory algebra
 One can dene realizability with respect to this
 Suppose that
  is a purely relational predicate formula all whose arithmetical substitution
instances are realizable in this abstract sense	 provably in HA


 Then   is
provable in the intuitionistic predicate calculus

  Axiomatization of Realizability
As we have seen	 the logic of Realizability is too complicated to axioma
tize
 Quite dierent is the situation for formalized realizability
 The formulas
x realizes A all have a syntactic property  they are almost negative	 that is 
built from 


formulas using only 	  and  
 Conversely	 if A is an almost
negative formula	 there is a partial term t
A
an expression of arithmetic
expressing a possibly nonterminating  computation	 containing the same
free variables as A	 such that the equivalence
A	 t
A

  t
A
realizes A
is provable in HA t
A

 means that the computation t
A
represents	 termi
nates
 Exploiting the idempotency of the formalized realizability translation	
one can prove that formalized realizability is axiomatized by the scheme 
 xAx yBx y e xAx
yT e x yBxUy
where Ax must be an almost negative formula
 This scheme is called ECT



The exact formulation of the axiomatization is 
i HA ECT

  	 xx realizes  
ii HA  xx realizes   HA ECT

  
The same axiomatization holds true ifHA is augemented with Markovs Prin
ciple MP   xAxAx xAx xAx
 These axiomatization
results were obtained	 independently	 by Dragalin  and Troelstra  see
also  for a thorough exposition

Let us look at a minor application
 Obviously	 Markovs Principle is an
example of a predicate logical scheme which is intuitionistically underivable


Regrettably recently Albert Visser and the author discovered that Gavrilenkos proof
contains a gap Nevertheless we remain convinced that his theorem is true and that the
proof can be patched

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But one can prove that the following scheme 
 xAx Ax   xAx yB y xAx B
is derivable in HA MP ECT


 So one sees that the introduction of real
izability in uences the predicate logic	 at least if MP is assumed
	


  Extensions and Generalizations of Realizability
The rst realizability denition based on a general notion of combinatory al
gebra appears in 
 Feferman	 in !	 sets out to code what he calls explicit
mathematics in a language for partial combinatory algebras the system was
later called APP by Troelstra and Van Dalen
 The combinator axioms for a
partial combinatory algebra


 
k kxy  x
s sxyz  xzyz
mirror the two schemes which axiomatize intuitionistic purely implicational
logic  A B  A and A B  C A B A C
 In the
axiom s	  means  one side is dened i the other is	 in which case equality
holds
 However	 as observed by several people e
g
	 	 with this convention
the saxiom is slightly stronger than needed
 It is enough to assume that
if xzyz is dened	 then so is sxyz	 and sxyz  xzyz this weakening also
occurs in the pcas of 	 and in John Longleys work in this volume

Of course	 the natural numbers with partial recursive application form a
partial combinatory algebra
 Another example is the set of functions IN IN

Every function  codes a partial continuous operation with open domain 
IN
IN
 IN
IN 

 This partial combinatory algebra was at the basis of Kleenes
function realizability 		!
 This was an interpretation of intuition
istic analysis a theory which treats numerical functions as well as natural
numbers the functions often being seen as reals
 Function realizability vindi
cates Brouwers opinion

that every welldened function on the reals must
be continuous
 A qvariant of function realizability establishes for this system
the following rule  if an existential statement A can be proved  a
variable for reals	 then Ar can be established for some recursive real r

A dierent type of generalization is Kreisels Modied Realizability origi
nally conceived for the systemHA
 

 HA
 
is Godels T with predicate logic

One builds a type structure from one basic type o and type constructors 
and  one has variables of each type	 typed combinators for pairing and

It is to my knowledge still an open problem whether the predicate logic of HAECT

properly extends intuitionistic predicate logic
	
as is well known partial combinatory algebras are models of APP and vice versa
 
for details see eg 	

  
he called it a theorem
!
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projections	 k and s of each appropriate type	 and combinators for primitive
recursion
 For any formula A	 a formula x realizes A can be dened in a
completely straightforward way  the type of the variable x is determined by
the logical form of A
 So if the type of realizers of A is 	 and the type of
realizers of B is  	 the type of realizers of A  B is    
 This typed
realizability	 dened by Kreisel in  	 predates the slogan formu
lae as types Howard	  by  years Of course	 it came to be used in
the late seventies to interpret versions of MartinLofs type theory e
g
		
and analogous versions for systems based on PCF have been studied by John
Longley

But	 it is the untyped collapse of this realizability	 that most people know
as modied realizability
 The structure of Hereditary Recursive Operations
 is a typed structure which models HA
 
and is itself denable in HA

Using that HA is a subsystem of HA
 
	 one can construct out of Kreisels
denition a new notion of ralizability for HA
 Each formula get two sets of
realizers	 the actual realizers being a subset of the potential ones
 


The idea of actual and potential realizers can of course be applied to dif
ferent partial combinatory algebras	 and was so	 by Kleene special realiz
ability in  and Joan Moschovakis 
 Moschovakis shows the con
sistency of Kleene and Vesleys Basic System of intuitionistic analysis to
gether with the scheme A  B  A  B and the scheme
A GRA for closed A the formula GR expresses
that  is recursive
 She uses the partial combinatory algebra of functions to
gether with its subalgebra of recursive functions her work is closely related
to recent work of Birkedal et al 
 In general	 modied realizability inter
pretations are intimately connected with what the author of these lines has
called Kripke models of realizability  see next section

Recently	 modied realizability has enjoyed renewed interest	 mainly by
the eorts of Thomas Streicher	 Martin Hyland and Luke Ong !	 see
also 

 	 Kripke Models of Realizability
This	 of course	 is a prelude to a general topostheoretic account of realizability

But topos theory was slow to catch up with realizability	 and long after the
logical signicance of toposes had been grasped	 it was not yet clear what
toposes could do for realizability

A Kripke model of realizability is a Kripke model of the theory APP	
that is  a system of partial combinatory algebras A
p

p P
indexed by some
partially ordered set P 	 together with maps A
p
 A
q
for p  q	 satisfying
the usual conditions
 As a simple example	 take the partial order f  g	 let
A

the pca of function realizability and A

its subpca of recursive functions

 
This modeed realizability is also reminiscent of Kolmogorovs interpretation of intuition
ism by problems see eg	


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One can also take  A

the graph model P and A

its subalgebra on the
r
e
 subsets of IN

In general	 if A
p

p P
is a Kripke model of realizability	 to any formula   a
P indexed system   
p

p P
of sets of realizers is assigned which is a subset
of A
p

p P
in the sense of Kripke models

The rst example I know of such a Kripke model of realizability	 is the
unpublished paper 
 De Jongh wished to establish the theorem that a
formula A is provable in intuitionistic predicate calculus if and only if each of
its arithmetical substitutions is provable in HA
 He succeeded partially  the
full theorem was rst proved by Leivant in his thesis and Leivant used proof
theory
 In  I was able to revive De Jonghs original realizability method
to prove the full theorem

Another example occurs in 
 The models of De Jongh and Goodman are
strikingly similar  in both cases	 A
p
is the set of indices of functions partial
recursive in some set X
p
 IN	 with X
p
 X
q
for p  q
 However	 Goodman	
whose aim was to interpret a version of HA
 
with decidable equality at all
types	 also brings the translation into the picture	 so strictly speaking his
model transcends the denition of a Kripke model of realizability	 and might
rather be called a generalized Beth model of realizability
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